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.Abstract: Conditions for reconstruction-from experimental 

. data of the matrix for reactions of the <X+0.1 ➔ E ~ g' type are 

considered on basis of general c1uantum mechanical principles. The 

·reaction matrix M is expanded in a complete set o! irreducible::. 

tens or operators Is M ( J',, !~) and the number of complex scalar 

functions which detei·mine it is computed for the case when 

• invariance under space _rotations and reflections in tak.en into 

account. Time reversal inva1~iance of .the interaction leads to 

. relations between polarization effects in the direct and inverse 

· reactions. The number of experiments req_ui:red for complete• reconst:ruc 

tion of the reaction matrix in the presence of several channels can 

be determined on basis of unitc,rity of the S matrix. 

The general form o:r the ci.zimuthal_dcpenclence of the anbulc.r 
• II ·.' 

tl1str1bution of the reaction pronuot_s (for arbitrc.ry ·spins) is 

derived in the appendix. 

I. Introduction 

It ;as been shoy~n in ref. I' 2) that in a phenomenol:93:tc-al 

analysis of the experimental data on elastic scatieririg -tiie conuit:laE 

of space rotation and reflection invariance, symmetry under time 

reversal and also the unito.rity conditions permit one to determine 

the number of AXperiments required for complete.reconstruction of 
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the scattering matrix. A similar analysis is carxied out below for 

an arbitrary reaction of the type 

Q. +a.' 4. ,€ +t' (I) 

The spins of the particles are denoted here as i.1 and i,2.. for 
I . --. -, f) ol 

Q and a. 'and•· ..L~ and .l.,i for r, and r, • The analysis is 

carried out by application of the method of cons:truction of the 

reaction amplitudes as functions of the initial anci final.wave 

vectors and spin operators;· this method is a direct extension of 

the p1~ocedure proposed by ''lolfenstein ~nd AshkinJ), Dalitz4) and 

LeJcin5). 

2. Constructi~n of Reaction Matrix 

By definition, the reaction matrix aft~r acting on the initial 

spin function } a._ yields the amplitude of the outgoing wave in 

the final state 

{t =i~ Mca.C~,vtQ.) f~ -c2) 
➔ .,..., . 

Here '{\Cl.. and n, are unit vectors· directed along the relative 

mo-menta of the initial and. final states and '\J"- and 1Ji are the 

corresponding velocities. /vt. is a scalar for reaction in which the. 

relative. intrinsi'c pa:tities of the particles do not change and is 

a pseudoscalar if,the intrinsic parity.changes. For convenience of 
\ ;- ' . -' .• ,<' ; - , • ' , . ' ; ' 

investigation of the symmetry. properties of. matrix M we malce use 
• ' •• < -- - - ' 

of _the complete set of oper~tors. Trr-., (f6 ; f~) which tran~forI!l 

according to the irreducible representation of weight ( .i J +j_ ) 

of the three dimensional rotation group 

T :rM( it., iJ =A({~,{&., {) 2. (fQ. i Wla.w.l jitj ~i ~,) "j·c 'M11}: \\1 . · (J) 
, • VY\A,\"v\c I' • oa. ll. 

wh·1re 1~ and }~ are the total spins of the system in the 

initial and final states. . p iq, \\,4; ~rid f J, ~g · denote the 
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respective spin functions. 0oefficients · A (J(, {ct., i) 
satisfy the condition 

A* Ge ~~}) V if t;-t-1 = <: , ) i~- J& G;.. ~ · A (JQ, {~ i) (4) 

reduces to the requirement that A (fq, 1.~ .. f; 
be real. Otherwise the value of A (j., {q_, 1,) . depena.s on how the 

tensors T'J'M ( {i }Q.,) 2.re normaliz.ed. 

Condition (4) follows from the requirement 
+ . 
T J"f.\ (1 .. ici-) r: t_ 1) M T :r-M { 1~ },) (5) 

Under space reflections the T:rM (jg •io..) transf_orms as :r rank 

tensors for even :r and as J rank pseudotensors for odd J 
Expanding M in terms of the operators in (J) we get 

(6) 

From invariance of fv\ under rotations it follows that the 
. rr,, "YM 

functions 'f'· ~ can be represented in the form 
. je -~°" . 

~ .TM ~ . 

'1' i,~ ("t.~ .. ) = f Qfd~:r 'l'~ (,,~,vi,y (7) 

. ~ . 

. where the C( 14.,i.,:r are 2.rbitra.ry complex scalar functions 

which depend on the energy and(~~-~~) and 

. ➔ ➔ 

are indepena.ent functions of two unit ·vectors ha:_ and VI€ which 

transform according to the.· irreduc_:l..1:):te. :i:::~p:i:::e~e1'.l.~-~~_ion of the 

rotation group of weight (2 :r +I). 

If the relative intrinsic parity does not change, one gets 
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2 'Z., = j f o r even J 

2 7, =l·H. for odd :r 
If the relative parity changes 

2 'v = J"+i for even :r 
2 Z, = J' for odd J 

~he number of values of~ depends on the properties of the 

Clebsch-Gordan coefficients in (8) and eq~als 

N Cl ) = J + I for even J 
"' C :rr = T :for odd j ' i_f the intrinsic parity does not change 

and 

N (l) = 3 for even J 

and ,J ( :r) ~ "S-4-i for odd J 

'if the intrinsic parity in (I) changes. 

In order to determine the total number of experiments required 

for reconstruction of the reaction amplitude, we present the ~umber 

N0 (t.,,i.~,I.,,I~) of cti· ,i. r 
~Q., d'.C 

. ' :r, ... ¾ 
N0 ( t.,, ii ,I-1, IJ : 2_ 

. . 
l,-t- LL 

l 
rr,-X:..I /L4-l~f 

functions. ·This number is 

j: +j, 
L N(-:r) 

lj~-j~( 

If the spins of all the· particles participating in the reactions 

are integers then 

N. l 4. , •. 1,,r .. ) = ~ 0:,: •• ,) c .t. •• '.) c~ •. , 1 c.2.:r .... > :1: ½ <-o•.+<, • :t. • 1 c 
9

) 

In all other cases 

N,, (z.,, lz.,~,¾).: f (~+r) (.tc:.i .. ,) (Jr, ... ,) (J.I~ +1) (IO) 

The upper sign in (9) refers to the case when the intrinsic 
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parity is constant and the lower to the case when it changes. 

J. Time Reversal Invariance 

It can be seen that the condition of invariance under rot:1tion 

reduces the number of terms in matrix from· 

c~i +'\) Ul.ia.-t ,) (ll.i+-c) (1I,_ 1 r) io No ( ~, Lz, I4,I;_) 

.If in (I) C equals ti." and -£' equals · a...' (elastic 

scattering of particles with arbitrary. spins) further i~eduction of 

the number of terms in the expansion of M and· hence the number 

of required experiments, can be attained2 ) by taking.into account 

invariance under time reversal. 

In the general case reaction (I)_ time reversal symmetry yields 

a relation between the matrices M of the direct · and inverse 

denoted the I!k1.trix of the reaction which 
' 

is the reciprocal of (I) then 

(II) 

where ka. and ke are the momenta• of relative motion in the 

. initial and final states and T is a time reversal operutor. The· 

action Jf the latter on a function with definite values .of the 

square of the angular momentum and of its projection is defined by 

the equation7) 

The law of transformation of 

time reversal follows from (I2): 

under 

(I2) 

(IJ) 
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Employing the expansion 0~ M ll g c~:, ;g) 

M (~ .... ) - L 2_ B '- 1.lr" ~ • - .TM • · 
~ S Vl11., Vlg ~r-H· i 14- 1r. J' T J"M ( V\a., ~g) j (f4-, j,) 

(1~6, >- . 

(I4) 

a.nd using relations (IJ), (5) a.nd also the 1·elatj_ons 

"\II'- (~ ...,.. . '-12-·J ,,/-) (➔ ➔ 
1 J' M ne,, ha.) = (- I) _ , .r M n a., vi 8 ) 

(I5) 

and 

.... -'> ~" /I .... _,, i 
:,. 11... I\ ' 

J"M (·\'l~,·Vlg) .. (-1) "'f\.fv\ (~a., \Ilg) 
(16) 

one obtains from (II) the relation between the sc2.lar expansion 

coefficients of matrices M :for the direct and inverse 1·eactions 

k ~ -) 
ll.;Q1tfci.r =k,Bi~1gT (I7) 

Formulae (II) or (I7) permit one to construct the matrix of the 

inverse reaction knowing M of the direct reaction and vice versa. 

Experimentally measurable mean values of the spin operators 

in the direct and inverse reactions can be directly related on basis 

of condition (II). Under real conditions either the mean values of 

the spin operators of separate particles (unpolarized cross section, 

vector and tensor polarizations in beam) or else the mean values of 

their direct products (polarization correlation) a1·e measured. It is 

therefore convenient to expand the density matrix, ireferring to the 

polarization state of the particles, into direct products of 

irreducible tensor operators of separate particles. 

One gets 
,. i.1, ~.t. l' "ll 

Y"' = Z Z · 2: Z: 
J:o :r':o M•-l' M'=·J' 

.... + 
<T:rM ,:r'/1-1) T:rM T:r'M' (18) 

for the density matrix of particles a. and · a.' and 

!lIL ~t K . I( I -1- + 
~e, = 2: z L L < e KN e I<'"''> e KN e K'N'~ _: 

k~o k': 0 tl=·k.. /11::•k 1 (19) 
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for - -B and C' • 

Operators 
I 

T :r'M' T .J"Mand 2.ct on the spin variables of particles 

Q. and a.. on spin variables of ·l, and€' 

respectively. 

The expressions for T J"M can be obtained from (3) by :putting . ,' 

Ja: jg== iL, and - the val'ue of A (i.,i.., r) is defined by the condition 

+ 
Sp T J"M-,--:S-M == :ui ... ! (20) 

. 
Under similar conditions for T:J"'M' 

' 
(9 KN and (9 k.'N' 

' t..i 

must be replaced by i.,_, I.1 and I:J.. respectively. The q_uantities 

for the direct reaction are prescribed by the ... 
conditions of the experiment. The quantities ( SK" 91e'N') can 

then be expresse_d through (Tl'M T::,-'M') 

direct reaction, Me~ (~,~~4 ) 

and the matrix of the 

6"'So. < e KN eK'II'> = I.. (T:r"" ,:r'M') sr e ~,., e k'"'' IC 

:r:r'MM' 
+ -t ·-+ 

Msct (ht, ;ct.) T :rM T"J"'M' '.M e_(l. (~g ,ia..) 

and 

+ 
6"g~ = Sp M 6a. ·~a.·. M ta.. 

For the inverse reaction 

s4; <T"J'M T :r'M) = ~ < eK" e 1e'"'> " 
kK'/111 1 

and 

From (II) and (I3) we obtainx) 

(2I) 

(22) 

(23) 
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+ -+ + 
~ Sp 01<" gic'N' M &n. c.te, ;Cl.) TsM _T-s'M' Mg~ (~6>~-:_)·-== 

. . + .+ . +- .. 
={:l)J"+T

1+k+k1-t-r•h·M1+tJ1-t1'·k~ Sp T3 -M ,:r\.M' Mo,g E~~;-Vlg) 91<-f.J91<t"'fvtQg f~-i?~(
25

) 

For T ... 1'1•d<= \c..1= 0 , that is, when all 8 and T reduce to 

unit matrices, the well known relation between the unpolarized cross 

sections oo.t and E>,: follows from-(25) if account is made of 

the fact that s;o_ and ~g can be expressed through 

follows: 

and 

'on° - !. s -+ 
o0ec.. - • M c,,,,1-1) (.tc:t+I) P e12. M,o.. 

. -i. + 
6' 0 

:::---- SpMo.,Ma, 
~t, (~+1) (.u;_+r) 

/vi as 

In t·he general case (25) yields the relation between'the 

e "' . , ' · contribution to the. mean value of operator K . e" N in the 

direct reaction (the contribution arising from the fact that the 

mean value of T:rM T:r'-.i'is not zero in the initial state) and the 
• · T :r-M T. r'-M' ( contributi~n. to the ma.an value of . which is due to 

the fact that in the initial state of the inverse reaction the mean 

value of 6) tt..N 0 t:.'II' does not vanish). 

;5-----------------~--------
A similar expression has been obtained by M.I.Shirokov8), 

to whom the authors express their appreciation for making available 

the results of his work prior to publication. Validity of (25) for 
· - fo'?- . 
elastic scattering Qndsome reactions has been established by a 

" nu~ber of authors r-5 , 9 ,ro,rr). 
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4. Determination of Reaction Llatrix 

·ve shall nov, proceed to analyze the conditions underlying the 

determination of the reaction matrix from the experimental data. If 

not all simultaneuusly operative reactions are tak:en into account1 

M,a. can be reconstructed only with an acc1,.1.racy to a common phase 
. ' 

fa.ct or. Since the functions Q.c. ,.;_ .r are complex, the number of . ,,i~ ~ 

necessary experiments ia. -'..1'/0 (i1, t2.,I1,I-L)- i. where tJ0 is defined 

in (9) and (IO). 
.. 

If reaptions proceeding along· parallel channels are investigated· 

simultaneously with reaction (I), the.n for determination of the total 
. ~ . . 

number of required experiments, not. only the symmetry properties 

considered above but the unitarity condition for the S-matrix should 

also be usedI,I2); also seeIJ). 

If. only two reaction channels are involved, the unitarity 

condition can be represented as follows 

:lsz~ [ M0.n. (~.~~)~-Ma.a.(~~, wq.)J = 

=:= l. ~ olw(~ \~~it.(~ .Yi~) M~Q. Gt~ll,) +M€a.. (~,i~) Me,~(~,~) 1 (25) 

~i( [ ~a.t (i1t,Y>t) -Mg(L (~,, :Q.~-= 
= ~cAtu(\\) \ kA. ~~, (~,Yle,)Mo.~Gt~Q.)+ k( Mge, (.i;t,~,) Mio.. (h',;11.)} 

1.ui [~,e (~,,V\~)- M<c (~~ ,~,)] = 

= ke. ~ &wl~) ,i Mu(_~, h~) Mge C~,h,) +A (t~ (~, ~,') Mo.c (l~,~>J 
In accord with (9) and 5 (IO) the number of scalar functions in 

matrix MgQ. is . No (i1, i-1., 11, I,_) • The number of -independent scalar 

functions reduces to 

(27) 



IO,_ 

·for matrix M"4. and to 

N(J4,LJ..)"= i No (1.,,I,., I,,IL) ... _± c~~,) (ti;_~,) 
(28) 

for mat r:tx M, g , if time ·reversal invariance is taken into 

account.-Thus the total number of scalar fun,ctions entering the 

reaction matrices of the processes under consideration is 

N(i. 1 i,.f ~N{J..,L.,_) + f\/0 (l,, i.2.,l.,,_L_) 

These functions are complex and hence all values cited above 

should be doubled. However, equations (26) lead to integral 

relations between the scalar· functions in the expansion of ft1 .. 

The number of these relations coincides with the total number of 

coeffici1nts ih matrices /Viqq, , Mtt. and Mq, and this precisely 

equals the necessary number of experiments (it being assu~ed that 
Ot'lt · 

all e.ocperiments are performed at a prescribed energy). " . . I . . 

The conaiderations presented here for the case of two 

channels can be directly extended to the case of an arbitrary n-umbe, 

of channels. 

In_ conclusion the authors consider it a pleasant duty to 

express their appreciation to Professor Ya.A.Smorodinsky for 

interesting discussions of the problems considered here. 
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APPENDIX 

. ·' 

It is of inte'rest to investigate the azimuthal dependence of 

the angular distribution of the products of reaction. (I) when the 

incident beam (particle Q, ) is polarized G.nd the target is not 

polarized. In this case the cross section for the reaction.has the 

following form 

is a quadratic matrix of the order 

T. :r~ T:r'M' it can be expanded in orthogonal products 
+ 

Making use of the condition of invariance of· l\ltia. Meq, · under 

space rotations and reflecti.ons we get 

(A.2) 

where, analogously to (7), A'>-'S - are arbitrary scalar functions and 
. T::T'llll' I {!) contain as multipliers the operators, for :r:. 'F' 0. 

From (A,I) and (A.2).it follows 

(.A. J) 

The azimuthal dependence of the cross seotionis due to terms 

with M f:0 • Therefore the sum over M in (A.J) can be represented 

as follow~ J' •. . . . . . . ·.. . . . , .·. 

<r:ro> "'l';: ·~ L \ (,:r~ t;: -t- <r3"-M> ~;:M ~:: 
f.1::,i . (A.4) 

= <\ :ro), *i-: + i \ (T:r"') ~:: +·(:-l{+M < T-r~M> \fJfAi J,. 
~, ' 
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To obtain the latter expression use was made of the relation 

'\ V ?i1t - (:- :r+M ,u ';\ 
i - I) ·TIM 3'-M 

(A.5) 

which. foll-O\'IS from the definition of the functions '/-' ;.M , if it be 

taken in~o account that, in accord with (I2), the phases of the 

spherical functions are chosen so that 

rt,* €,-....., '11 
:J~ -=(:-I) ::le-~ 

In the following it will be considered that polarization of 

particle Q,, is the result of a reaction W=½th unpolarized 

particles. In this case, as will be shown below, 

< T 3"M > =t 1) J"+M < T :r-M> 

(A.4) then reduces to 

( T:r0
) 4''A* .+ ± < T:J"M> ( 4'~,. + 4' ~ l :: 

· j6 f-1=1. 1 J'M J"M _5 
j 

= ( T :ro> 'f> ;: + 2_ <T:r~) ~ ~M ~ W Mtf 
M=1 

in the c~osen system 
~¥- . " 

& :r"" (e) = B rM<e) '+' ~M =-e'M'f B ~M (aJ 

From (A.7), (A.J) and (A.A) it f_ollows 

Oo c~,,vtQ.) :l {s. ~A\~ (T:r0
) r; + ~ i (T:rk> B).J"M Co:S Mf} 

. t,Q. '\ l O ... 1 

· :f=o " · _ ''"'" 1 

and this can be transiormed to . 
. ,~ r 

6"g._ ~t.,ri.J = ,s; .. c.;,,~ .. ) + ~ .. (T""••> Au, (e) + 
i. ¼ . 

+ L ~k~- St~kQ 2- B,~ (~) (l":f\(> 
k=s.. . .!=1<. . -

(A.6) 

(A. 7) 

(A.a) 

(A.9) 



Invi~tue of property (A.6) oJ:1.ly terms with even 

in the first sum in (A.9). 

remain 

Vle now return to the proof of relations (A.6). For 0 7
~ we have 

where the. quantities 5'0 and MM+ refer to a reaction in which · 

particle Q.. is produced; h. is the number of initial spin stcJ.tes of 
+ 

this reaction. ErnploY=!-ng for MM an expansion of the same type as 

(A.2) 
-+ 

MM+~ 2- ~~ L. 4' ;M TJ"M + R. . (A.IO) 
-;ri M 

we get 
, ) I c:;' /i>). ,-

So <-._ T :r M = ~ L '---:r 4' J"M 
,.. . 

(A. II) 

. In the chosen coordinate system the '¥~ are real (2 'Z, is an . . J"M 

even.number_as M tv\+ is always a scalar).: Making-use of th.i~. ci:r:~~-nl.-:_ 

stance we immediately obtain (A.6) from (A.II) and: (A.J). 
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